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NEWSLETTER
Welcome to The Carlton Academy summer 2021 newsletter. I hope that you enjoy reading the articles
inside. Thank you to everyone for their contributions.
The end of the academic year is always a time of reflection. It provides an opportunity to look back at
the events of the last term, many of which are highlighted in our newsletter. This summer’s newsletter showcases many of the things that students have done and accomplished in the last few months.
Again, I have been extremely impressed with the plethora of activities that students have been involved
both in and outside of lessons, showing their adaptability, resilience and enthusiasm for learning.
Many of our students will be looking forward to a summer that is more ‘normal’. Part of that will be the
collection of results from GCSE, A Level and Vocational qualifications. The whole school body had to
adapt to a different way of assessing students in line with governmental guidance and the use of TAGs.
Everyone has worked tirelessly to ensure the best possible outcomes, that will enable out students to
go on to the next stage of their education and beyond.
With the departure of our current Year 13 we say thank you to Cory Schofield and Millie Clark for their
work leading the School Council and student body. I am also delighted to take this opportunity to introduce you to our new Head Girl, Jadiza Armstrong and Head Boy, Gideon Tarry who will take over the
leadership of the School Council amongst other key roles.
The end of an academic year is also the time when we say goodbye to colleagues. Staff leaving us this
term are Mr Hills, Mr Craske, Mr Walton, Mrs Hajat, Mr Bowley, Mr Aldred, Miss Cai, Miss Ball, Mrs
Mora, Mrs Pilkington and Mr Daniels. In addition, Mrs Watson has taken on a position within the Trust
as Deputy Headteacher at The Oakwood Academy. Please join us in thanking them for all of their contributions and wish them well.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank our amazing staff for their continued commitment to
supporting students and to raising achievement during this challenging year and to thank parents and
students for their ongoing support.
I wish you all a happy and relaxing summer break and look forward to seeing you all in September.
Kind regards,
Ms Egwuma
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Facilities Development at TCA
We continue to invest in our facilities and this summer will be completing
work on the following new areas of school:
1. A new Music Technology suite - this is part of our two-year refurbishment
of our music facilities. The new Music Technology room will house a suite of
Apple iMac devices for use in our GCSE, A Level and Years 7 and 8 Music
offer. Once this is completed, we will be refurbishing a further new Music
classroom and finally doing the same with our existing Music room, practice
rooms and opening a new Music practice room. All of these will be available for students at social times as part of our wider offer and Opportunities
Programme. Photographed below is the first stage of work in the new Music
Technology room with its feature wall.
2. We have been restoring our garden to be a teaching space and whole
school resource. We will be introducing gardening and environmental studies to our Opportunities Programme and will be delivering some lesson
in the new area. We are very excited about the development of this area,
which will be utililised for a wide range of uses along with growing produce
to be used in our kitchens and Food Technology lessons.
3. The new Catering Pod, pictured before being completed with our branding and school logo, will be a new facility for use by students in Years 9-11
at break and lunchtime. This facility will offer drinks and healthy snacks for
students to aid queues in the dining room and ensure that everyone can be
fed quickly and easily. This area is complemented with a canopy and new
seating for use at these times.
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4. Fitness suite - our existing fitness suite is having new equipment this summer,
rowing machines, treadmills, bikes, and cross trainers, along with a new entrance and glazing. This will be in use for staff and students to offer a first-class
provision to compliment the other outstanding sports facilities we have at TCA.
In addition to this, our tennis courts are being refurbished to accommodate new
netball courts for use in PE lessons and as part of our Opportunities Programme.
5. Our amazing library will be benefiting from some additional outdoor seating
and canopy area to allow readers to sit outside in warm weather when reading Mrs Georgeson is keen that we make the library bigger, we are looking at how we
can do this at this current time.
6. From September, our main reception will have moved from its current location
and new fencing and site security will have been added. This will provide a specific visitor entrance to the site with additional parking. Students only will then
use the existing main entrance and Post-16 students will have a new signing in
and out system accessed via a turnstile with access control. In addition, all our
signage is being refreshed across the school site along with new external lighting
as we look forward to being able to start our evening events again.
We were also very pleased to complete the work on our new Food Technology
and Textiles rooms, which are now used every day. These amazing facilities include state of the art sewing machines and the Food Technology rooms boast
live streaming technology to enable us to broadcast the cooking demonstration
onto screens in the room and capture these for use at a later time. The size of the
room means every student can and will cook in lessons, no sharing and the range
of items being made is limitless.
As I am sure you will see, our growth has enabled this investment for our current
students and generations to come. We are now looking at a three-year refresh
programme for Technology which will complete the full refurbishment of our site.
We look forward to you being able to see these developments for yourself as
soon as possible.
Mr Pierpoint
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Extension & Achievement Programme 2021
The Extension & Achievement programme is an inclusive extra curriculum programme that lasts one year. Its aim is to engage pupils in new and challenging learning experiences and opportunities.
E & A is organised and run by the staff at The Carlton Academy with additional input
coming from external providers at given points throughout the academic year. Students in all Years from 7 to 10 have the opportunity to be involved with E and A programme.
Students involved follow a varied programme of opportunities and participate in sessions that are fun, challenging and often practical in nature. In school sessions generally connect to an up and coming external visit, or relate to the reflecting on such a
trip. The programme has ended each year with the opportunity of a residential experience. In the past this has included visits to Paris, Rome, New York and Berlin.
Details of how to get involved in the programme for the upcoming academic year will
be shared at the start of the autumn term.
During the course of the summer term the Extension & Achievement programme has
continued to provide opportunities for our students to engage in further opportunities.
Miss Moon has delivered the Prince’s Trust Award to a cohort of Year 8 students.
Our School Games Organisor, Ms Elliott has also trained a further group of Year 8
students in the skills need to successfully run competitions. This means that we now
have a number of students in both Years 7 and 8 who have successfully completed
the Competition Organisers qualification.
Well done to all the students on both of these courses.
As the world once again begins to open up, the Extension & Achievement Programme is looking to provide opportunities for our students to widen their horizons
and experience other cultures. In April 2022 we will be taking a party of students on
a cultural tour to Paris, France. The trip includes a visit to the major sites and a day in
Disneyland Paris.
This trip has been heavily oversubscribed with over 130 applications and we have
been able to increase the number of places from 44 to 60 in order to provide this fantastic opportunity to as many students as possible.
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Achievement
The second national lockdown since this pandemic began, was quite different from
the first. Our staff were armed with an excellent remote learning skill set and were able
to hit the ground running with live lessons that followed each child’s timetable. Those
students who did not have access to devices were provided with one so that every student at The Carlton Academy was able to access the online learning programme.
We are very proud of what staff and students achieved during the lockdown period
and for the overwhelming support and encouragement from parents who were instrumental in ensuring that education for all continued effectively during the remote
learning period. Students in Years 7, 8 and 9 have been working really hard across their
full range of subjects. Schemes of learning have been adapted to ensure that topics
taught during lockdown are revisited and embedded. Whilst year groups are in bubbles for lessons and breaks, we have been able to move students around the school so
that learning can take place in specialist class rooms affording them the best possible
learning experience.
Since returning from lockdown in March this year, Years 10, 11 and 13 have been working to government guidelines for students completing qualifications this year through
a process of Teacher Assessed Grades (TAGs). All exam groups have been producing
evidence by way of classroom assessments and coursework in the case of practical
and vocational subjects, that form portfolios of evidence leading to the grades that will
be awarded by exam boards this summer.
Staff, students and parents have risen to the unique challenge of evidence gathering
which has at times felt relentless, and as a school community we have all come together to ensure no student is disadvantaged in the qualifications they take with them
on the next step in their journey. This has included numerous and regular adaptations
in our practice to ensure that absences caused by the pandemic in any form, do not
hinder progress or achievement. Each student has taken home a document detailing
the evidence used for each of the subjects they will qualify in this academic year, with
the contents of their evidence portfolios and any adaptations and adjustments made to
catch them up on missed assessments.
Year 12 students have joined our sixth form without having sat Year 11 exams. We have
worked closely with them to enable maximum progress and to ensure that they are
able and adept at applying their learning in a variety of ways, including assessment. We
look forward to a more ‘normal’ year for Year 12 and for all our Carlton Learners next
academic year!
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Sixth Form News
It has been a busy term in Sixth Form!

Assembly Programme and Tutor Time:

The focus of Tutor time at the moment is progression. Through Unifrog, an online destinations
platform, students are able to actively start thinking about their next steps after Sixth Form
study. To help with this, students attended the ‘Next Steps’ Conference in school which enabled them to begin to explore their options post 18. We have a number of students interested in
going to university and some are looking at applying for Degree Apprenticeships.

Goodbye Year 13:

All students in Year 13 who have applied to University have received offers. Students have applied for a variety of courses such as Medicine, History, Occupational Therapy and Psychology
to name but a few. One of our students this year is holding an offer for the University of Cambridge to study English Literature which he truly deserves. The staff said goodbye to them at
the start of this term after two days of activities to make the end of their Sixth Form experience
a memorable one. We look forward to A level results day on Tuesday 10 August.

The new Year 12 students:

We were looking forward to welcoming the new Year 12 students into the Sixth Form on their
induction day July which ran remotely. The event gave students an introduction into Sixth Form
life as well as allowing them to gain a taste of the A level and BTEC subjects that they have
opted for.

Y10 Taster Day:

The Year 10 students enjoyed a day as a Sixth Form student in July to give them an insight into
studying at the Carlton Academy Sixth Form after their GCSE studies. Students
participated in A Level subjects throughout the day as well as experiencing a Sixth Form
tutor time activity. At the start of the new school year more advice will be given to the
students regarding their options Post-16.
Ms Armitage
(Head of Post-16)
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Hollinsclough House.
Another year is over and one we certainly won’t forget.
I am so proud of Hollinsclough students for all your resilience
this year coping with another 3 terms that have been affected
by the pandemic.
We haven’t let it beat us and we have all risen to the challenges
that have been presented to us this year.
Coping with working in year group tutor groups, working away from our usual department classrooms
for half a term, managing to teach and learn wearing masks for a considerable period of time and of
course working at home in yet another lockdown managing the difficulties and challenges that this created. Despite everything and constant changes to our usual school day, routines and interactions with
each other, we have kept focussed on achieving our best throughout. The way everyone has adapted
has been so inspiring and you all should be very proud of yourselves.
When we look back and recall these challenging times I hope you will recall the strength and growth
you have all made. Many of you have gained more independence skills and have realised that we are
very lucky to have such great education opportunities. I am particularly proud of Year 11 and Year 10 who
have undertook their GCSE subjects in very unique times and have been under enormous pressure.
The standard and volume of work in many cases has been so rewarding to see. The way Year 11 approached the last year has been great. Well done to all. Each year group has faced the difficulties well.
Year 7 have settled in well despite the end to the disruption to their final year at junior school and the
far from normal start to life at The Carlton Academy. In the leavers assembly for Year 11 I spoke about
the year in terms of a snakes and ladders game. Despite the snakes that kept cropping up in our path,
and the feeling that we kept rolling one’s and two’s moving forward slowly and then falling down those
snakes, together through our shared determination and focus we were able to climb up the ladders
quickly when we found them and reach the end.
Of course, time has been lost but what we have seen pastorally and within subjects is a sense of determined young people who want to succeed and have worked harder than ever. I have also seen compassion for others in times of enormous life changes for some and a sense of community. I feel that in years
to come our young people will be well equipped to deal with anything that is thrown at them and will
be more determined to grab every opportunity because of what they have been through making them
stronger.
Our sense of House pride continues and we are looking forward to getting back to normality where we
can get together as a House, rather than just in year groups. We can’t wait to celebrate the successes
together again with each other and with parents and carers in person.
Have a well-earned break and stay safe and happy. See you all in September.
Neil Hodgkinson				
Head of House-Hollinsclough
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Thank you to our team of fantastic tutors in Hollinsclough, Mrs Topham our House Achievement
Co-ordinator, Brandon Topham (House Captain) and Abigail Gilding (Vice-Captain).
Let us all hope that next year we can come together as a House more to create an even better
community for us all.

Mrs Topham
House Achievement Coordinator
Top Achievement Points 2020/21
Cancu, Mihai
8
253

Machin-Smith, Brodey
7
176

McLaughlin, Freya
8
215

Bailey, Abi
8
171

Williams, Maia
7
204

Walker, Bethany
7
168

Wragg, Jake
7
197

Goldsbury, Holly
7
167

Crook, Ellie
7
197

Lawman, Alfie
8
159

Hussaini, Saleh
8
191

Gale, Emily
7
158

Butler, Jacob
7
190

Drage, Freya
8
156

Ingham, Freya
7
183

Pike, Jade
9
152

Machin-Smith, Brooke
7
180

Waldron, Jack
7
151

Hutton, Raffy
7
176

Lewis, Hemi
8
150
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Grove Newsletter – Summer 2021
As the academic year draws to a close, it is always a time to reflect on the triumphs
and challenges that the students in Grove House have had and overcome.
For me personally, it has been a pleasure getting to know so many of the students
during the last academic year. It has also been a difficult and testing time for some
students. I have been incredibly proud with the manner in which students have faced
the challenges this last year has presented. The maturity and resilience they have
shown is well beyond their years and will stand them in good stead for the future.
It has also been sad to say goodbye to the class of 2021 and I wish all of the Year 11s
that have now left The Carlton Academy every success for the future. I know it has
been particularly challenging for this cohort of students dealing with the cancellation
of exams.
I wish you every success receiving your TAGs on the 12th August. I would also like to
thank our very capable Vice-Captain Georgia Grain and Captain Daniel Grainge for
all you have done in these roles. Some photographs taken during the Leavers Assembly and shirt signing afterwards are included here and show Kelisha Dobbin, George
Snarr and Joshua Harpin making the most of this activity as part of their year group
bubble.
In the week leading up to the Year 11s Leavers day, I asked students to recall some of
their fondest memories during their time at The Carlton Academy. A couple of common themes cropped up:
1. The teachers and friends they had made during their time here.
2. The opportunity to go on academic trips
Focusing on the second point, the summer term has seen a welcome return of school
trips. A Year 10 Geography field trip was attended by over 60 students. Whilst the
weather may not have been quite as nice as would be expected for June, a good time
was had by all. Below you will see a photograph of Bawan Jalal taking part in this trip
with a smile on his face which is lovely to see.
Myself and the rest of the House and Tutor team would like to take the opportunity to
wish the students, parents, carers and staff involved in Grove House a relaxing and
well deserved summer break.
Miss Rose
Head of Grove House
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House events have had to be delivered a little differently this year but that has not stopped a
large number of students in Grove from participating in a variety of activities and producing
some excellent entries! As a result, we have a lot of students who have completed loyalty
cards.
9E (Miss Elton’s tutor group) were the overall whole school winners for the baby photograph
competition run by the Social Science Department. They managed to identify 16 members of
staff from their baby photos. During numeracy week, the following Grove students were recognised for their achievements: Alex Putt-Knowles, Amelia Brown and Mia Slodczyck-Kemp.
During lockdown, the PE Department started a ‘Couch to 2.5k’ plan and a number of students joined the group. Olivia Carroll managed to run 8km – more than completing the programme!
Pippa Morley entered a fantastic piece of work for the Art Earth Day competition and there
were lots of entries from Grove students for Science week and the National Stamp competition. Antonio Gargiulo was Grove’s only entry for the RE event, but Amelia Brown and Charlie Gordon both managed to complete Book Bingo which was set up by our librarian, Mrs
Georgeson. Brandon Smith, Amelia Brown and Liam Matthews put a lot of effort into their
fantastic entries for the upcycling competition launched by DT and a large number of students contributed to ‘Bookface’ earlier on in the school year.
You have demonstrated a range of skills and qualities that you should be proud of, well done
to you all!
We would like to thank all members of the Grove House Council who have made various
contributions to tutor discussions and events this year. We have been very limited in terms of
House Council meetings, duties and responsibilities and we are hoping this will change from
September onwards. We are in the process of appointing the new House and Vice Captains
and we would like to take this opportunity to thank Daniel Grainge (Captain ) and Georgia
Grain (Vice) for all their hard work and their contributions to whole School Council meetings
throughout the year. The remainder of the House Council positions will be appointed at the
start of new academic year – watch this space for more details.
Miss K Rose
Head of Grove
Mrs K Malone
House Achievement Co-Ordinator for Grove

Grove House Council:
George Snarr

Kelisha Dobbin

Joshua Harpin

Bawan Jalal
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Carnarvon House
Another year over and what a strange old year it has been. Definitely the
strangest in my 19 years of teaching!
I am so incredibly proud of how all Carnarvon students have behaved a reacted
to the ever-changing rules and restrictions that we have faced.
You have shown true strength and resilience in all that has been asked of you.
In particularly, Years 10 and 11 who have completed work for their GCSEs in a
way that none of us have ever worked before. All year groups come against obstacles in different ways however have beaten them so well done!
This school year is not how we would have liked it to have been as a large number of our Wider Opportunities have been unable to run however those that have,
thank you to all that have taken part.
As we look forward to a more normal way of school in September, I would like
you to take the opportunity over summer to think about what you have missed
during the last 18 months and what you want would like to grab hold of with both
hands when we return in September.
I would like to congratulate Joe Donald, Ellie Ross, Emily Holder, Eleanor
Blackham, Imogen Thompson, Finlay Bacon, Brandon Sheehan, Ashton Rushbrook-Magliotti, Joseph Grainge and Daisy Hackett as they are the top 10 students who have the most Achievement Point in Carnarvon House.
I would also like to that the amazing Carnarvon House team who support me in
running the House. Their unwavering efforts with the students in outstanding.
Finally, I would like to wish you a safe and restful break and I look forward to seeing you all on 2 September.
Mrs Chambers					
Head of Carnarvon House 			

Miss Boden
House Achievement Co-ordinator
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Cavendish Newsletter Summer 2021
As we come to the end of this term we have to
congratulate each other on making it to the end of
another challenging year.
We started in September looking forward to
being back at school and seeing each other after six
months of home learning,
and we again had to deal with the challenges of
working from home after the Christmas break.
Since then we have been back in school and I am proud of how Cavendish students have adapted to the changing circumstances around us and
have continued to try their best and look after each other as part of our
community.
We have made more progress in terms of achievement points with more
students gaining over 100 points this year, and we have the lowest number of behaviour points in the whole academy, which shows how Cavendish students have returned with the right attitude to succeed.
The students with the top twenty achievement points in Cavendish this
year are:
Alfie West-Prout with 208 points,
Evie Elouardi [206],
Callum Perry [187] ,
Keris Rhodes [180] ,
Max Brailsford [177],
Zach Cook [173],
Zach Giles [171],
Tobias Fearon [159],
Louie Carney [158],

Evie Richards [157],

Kyle Young [156],
Jacob Fisher [156],
Lewis Jackson [152],
Jess Mann [152],
Georgia Palmer [151],
Callum Williamson [150],
Oscar Lambert-Smith [146],
Sarah Matkowska [143],
Jaidyn-Alexander Hadaway [143],
and Liam Horner with 140 points.

Well done to all of them!
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Our Year 7 students have settled in well and I have been particularly impressed with their approach to learning and involvement in the wider
curriculum offer.
Year 8 had to pick their options remotely this year and managed to do
so in difficult circumstances, and Year 9 have adapted well to the start of
their GCSE studies. Year 10 have had an intensive term with a push towards their mock exams and many have relished the opportunity to show
what they have learnt in the last two years.
I also have to wish our departing Year 11 group well, they have coped with
the disruption to their final years at school admirably and responded well
to the challenge of Teacher Assessed Grades.
It remains for me to thank the Cavendish House team for their efforts this
year and wish you all a restful and safe summer.

Mr S Bali

Head of Cavendish House

Miss Slack

Cavendish House Achievement Co-ordinator
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House Achievement and Inter-House Update:
Firstly, the House Achievement Co-ordinator team would like to say congratulations to
those of you who have participated in an event throughout this year and represented
your House.
You have shown fantastic dedication, resilience and passion and we can’t thank you
enough for your continued show of House pride.

House and School Council:
A massive thank you goes out to the House Council teams, across all five Houses,
for their participation in the School Council Meetings to ensure every student in our
school has a voice.
Although this year has been a challenge our Council leaders have persevered and
they have helped to make great changes at our academy that will continue to benefit
students for years to come.
We have been recruiting for the new House Council leaders for the next academic
year and we have received fantastic applications across all five Houses.
Thank you to everyone that has applied for a House Council role.
We are looking forward to the interview stage of the House and Vice-Captain selection where we hope to hear the exciting ideas you have that will have a positive impact on our School.

Inter-House Events:
This year we have introduced a number of Curriculum based Inter-House events to
our schedule that have run alongside our usual competitions.
These events couldn’t have taken place without the help of our colleagues, so the
House Achievement team would like to thank them for their support this year, which
has enabled us to bring more opportunities to our students than ever before.
We are really looking forward to being able to bring back events such as Carlton’s Got
Talent and Battle of the Bands next year!
Below is a list of events and photographs from this academic year. Well done to each
of our winners and thank you everyone for showing your House pride and earning
points for your House in the Carlton Cup.

World Art Day x World Earth Day:
1st Place - Darwin Osborne,
Hutchinson
2nd Joint - Zach Giles, Cavendish and
Edie Davis, Hutchinson
3rd Joint - Tutor Group CV9D,
Cavendish and Daisy Hackett,
Carnarvon
4th Join - Pippa Morley, Grove and
Iris Vasey, Hollinsclough

Science Week:
Zach Giles, Cavendish - Year 7 Winner
Urvi Gadgil, Carnarvon - Year 8 Winner and Overall Winner

Red Nose Day: Share A Smile Joke Competition:
1st Place - Freya Goodale,
Carnarvon
2nd Place - Remus Fisher,
Hutchinson
3rd Place - Jack Selby,
Cavendish
4th Place - Prestyn Moore,
Hutchinson and Sam Morley,
Cavendish

Social Sciences: Baby Face:
1st Place - 7H, Hollinsclough 2nd Place - 11J, Hutchinson 3rd Place – 11E, Grove 4th Place - 7G, Hollinsclough

Celebrate a Hero:
1st Place – Chloe Caig, Cavendish
and Freya Drage, Hollinsclough
2nd Place – Sylvie Brett,
Carnarvon
3rd Place – Mihai Cancu,
Hollinsclough
4th Place – Madison Broughton,
Hollinsclough

World Religions Day, PRE-Competition:
1st Place – Harrison Huthwaite, Hutchinson 2nd Place – Freya Drage, Hollinsclough
3rd Place – Tobias Fearon, Cavendish 4th Place – Lily Smith Hutchinson

World Book Day: BookFace:

Couch to 2.5k:
Olivia Carrol, Grove – Ran 8k. Jess Mann, Cavendish – Ran 2.5k. Ryan Henson, Hollinsclough –
Ran 2.5k. Carly Morely, Hutchinson – Ran 2.5K. Dexter Hutton, Hutchinson – Ran 2.5k. Joe Donald,
Carnarvon – Ran 2.5K. Imogen Thompson, Carnarvon, Ran 2.5k.

D&T Upcycling:

1st Place – Chloe Caig, Cavendish 2nd Place – Daniel Giquel, Cavendish
3rd Place – Brandon Smith, Grove, 4th Place – Callum Hussain, Hollinsclough

Numeracy Day:
1st Place – Hemi Lewis, Hollinsclough 2nd Place - Mia Slodczyk-Kemp, Grove
3rd Place – Daisy Hackett, Carnarvon

Christmas Decoration Design:
1st Place – Mihai Cancu, Hollinsclough
2nd Place- Leah Shearman, Hollinsclough
3rd Place – Brooke Wilson-McPhilbin,
Cavendish
4th Place – Alex White, Grove

Halloween Bake Off:
1st Place – Elizabeth Hollis,
Hutchinson
2nd Join – Chloe Caig,
Cavendish &
Phoebe Crawford,
Hutchinson
3rd Place – Grace MiddlehurstRoberts,
Hutchinson
4th Place – Naomi Szczur,
Hollinsclough

International Artist Day:
1st Place – Olivia Carrol, Grove
2nd Place – Ashleigh Williams,
Carnarvon
3rd Place – Freya Drage &
Iris Vasey, Hollinsclough
4th Place – Urvi Gadgil,
Carnarvon

Please remember to follow the Inter-House Twitter pages for regular updates about current and
upcoming Events and Competitions.

HAP
It has been a fantastic half for the Year 8 Veritas Society who completed their debates with
style.
The titles of their debates were ‘Homework is a waste of time’ and ‘School uniforms should
be banned’ and the students spent weeks honing their persuasive techniques as well as their
key arguments for this discussion. Many students conquered their fears of public speaking
masterfully and delivered speeches which were wonderfully professional.
The photo below shows the group in all their post-debate glory.
Year 7 Veritas has now re-started after a hiatus forced upon us by the pandemic. Students
will complete the course over the half term and compete in formal debates of their own.
They have already shown impressive aptitude in public speaking and many have expressed a
desire to compete in city-wide competitions in the future.
The Progress2Uni course has continued alongside an already busy schedule for students in
Year 10. They have been learning about what university is like, the different courses that are
available and how to be successful in applications to the best universities in the country.
We look forward to continuing our relationship with Magdalen College Oxford so that we can
continue this course next year with the current year 9s.
In September Miss Armitage, the Head of Post-16, is taking over the leadership of the High
Achievers Programme and is excited to be working with a number of key staff and students
to continue the work that Mr Hills has been doing over this academic year.
We are in the process of planning a number of cultural visits, university events and a Residential opportunity in June 2022. Students will take part in school sessions related to developing their skills of debating, research and problem solving, whilst also giving them the
access to a number of guest speakers throughout the year.

DofE Newsletter
The impact of Covid 19 has been significant, but this has not stopped students engagement
with the Duke of Edinburgh award and all of the benefits that it brings. As government restrictions have forced us to change the way that we approach the award, students have
responded in a range of creative ways, from developing their cooking and mentoring skills
to learning a new skill such as a language or musical instrument. Finally, the ever important
expedition has been forced to change as a result of Covid restrictions, but the expeditions for
students pursuing their Bronze and Silver awards were still able to take place, thereby bringing all of their associated benefits.

Bronze Award
2021 has seen enthusiasm for the Duke of Edinburgh award soar at The Carlton Academy,
with our largest ever intake of 53 students signing up for the award. As of May 2021, many
have already completed the volunteering, skills and physical sections of the Bronze Award. In
September, we expect to be able to run overnight expeditions, meaning that students will be
able to enjoy the full benefits of everything that the programme has to offer.

Silver Award
In April, four groups of students completed the expedition section of the award in and around
the Vale of Belvoir. This saw each group planning and completing their own group under
remote supervision, thereby developing their skills of planning, orienteering, map-reading,
teamwork, physical fitness and most importantly, independence.

Gold Award
In October, our first cohort of students pursuing their Gold Award will be cycling from coast
to coast on a self-supporting bike-packing trip, showcasing incredible levels of independence, practice, organisation, teamwork and resilience.
This expedition will be the culmination of months of planning, research and training, and we
can’t wait to celebrate their success in October.

The Future
For current DofE participants, the school’s Opportunities Programme offers a diverse range
of extra-curricular activities, many of which can be used as evidence for the volunteering,
physical and skills sections of their award.
We encourage all current or prospective DofE participants to make the most of this wide
range of opportunities.
We will soon be promoting the DoE Award to students in Year 8 to sign up for September,
students who meet certain criteria will be eligible for free places.
We encourage students and parents to keep an eye out for all future news pertaining to the
DoE Award, and take every opportunity to enjoy the benefits of this successful and growing
programme.
Miss Pollard, Mr Middleton & Mr Tromans

Careers Update:
Keeping up-to-date with National Standards and Best Practice
The new Career Development Framework was launched in April. The framework provides an updated
basis for a careers education curriculum and identifies six career development learning areas: Growth
throughout life; Explore possibilities; Manage career; Create opportunities; Balance life and work.
More information can be found here: https://www.thecdi.net/New-Career-Development-Framework
The Careers Team have been busy planning ahead and adapting our 2021-22 careers programme of
activities and services so they align with these new six learning areas ensuring that our students are
well equipped to make informed early career decisions.
The Carlton Academy is also set to join as members of the new local Careers Hub. This membership
will provide us with direct links to businesses and organisations such as Coca Cola, Experian, Arup,
Civil Service, CARE4Notss, Eon and Ideagen enabling exciting opportunities and experiences for our
students.
Post-16 and Post-18 Destinations and Ongoing Support.
Year 11 students have been accepting offers for their Post-16 choices. Year 11 and 13 students can still
access support and guidance if they are still unsure or undecided on what option to do next.
This support is available up to, on, and beyond results days in August.
Contact: Mr. McArdle – Careers Advisor - s.mcardle@theacademycarlton.org
KPMG
The Virtual Workplace Mentor Programme in partnership with KPMG has been rolled out over an
8-week period to all students in Year 7-11 as part of their timetabled Oracy tutorials.
This has provided students with access to experienced professionals and given them the opportunity
to learn about: labour market information, key employability skills, as well as application and interview
processes. Students have also had the opportunity to submit questions and hear personalised answers to their questions recorded by their mentor. On behalf of the students we owe a big thank you
to the school’s Enterprise Advisor - Mark Flanagan and his colleague Kat at KMPG for their work on
creating the content for our students.

Year 9 and 10 - Careers Week 6-8th July
To help expand careers guidance for students we are engaging in a careers week. Year 9 students
will be having extra focus on how subjects link in to various careers, especially looking at transferable
skills. As well as being given a lot of information regarding apprenticeships and planning routes to
Post 16 options, whether they be here at our sixth form, at a college or in some other form of training.
Year 10 students will also undergo the same goal and route planning activities, but will also have days
centered around work-based tasks. The intent of the tasks is to give students an insight into many
areas in a business, doing activities that they may not think of first when given a job title and developing a wider appreciation of what goes into a career. The week will also see them not only identify and
understand key skills, but develop these skills and workplace attitudes.
We owe a big thanks to REED education for supporting us in the development of many of these tasks
and resources, and hope all students not only value the time spent developing skills, but enjoy it as
well.
School Website - Updated Careers Information Sections
Please take some time to look at and utilise the careers information and resources on our updated
careers webpage under the ‘Students’ sections - http://www.theacademycarlton.org.uk/students
You will now be able to find new tabs with tailored information dedicated to different audiences
including: Alumni, Employers, Parents/Carers, Students and Teachers. Any feedback on how these
webpage resources meet your careers-related information needs is warmly welcomed –
s.mcardle@thecademycarlton.org

Teaching and Learning Newsletter:
Until mid-March The Carlton Academy maintained the delivery of online lessons using the Microsoft
Teams platform. We are very proud of the smooth transition our learners have made back into classroom learning. We have reflected on the successes of remote teaching and have taken the opportunity to build upon the numerous lessons learned during the partial closure period. In particular we have
enhanced the quality and volume of resources provided to support students outside of school.
This includes the continued development of Student SharePoint and in many cases the continued use
of Microsoft Teams for dissemination of materials particularly in Post-16 subjects. This has enabled all
students to access materials in and out of the classroom to support preparation for lessons,
Homework booklets as well as allowing access to resources for independent study.
Teaching returning to the physical classroom has seen a renewed focus on two key elements, modelling and oracy with the classroom. Further opportunities have been planned and linked to careers
week as well as the PSHE and RSE programme to promote these skills.
Jemma Emmott
Associate Assistant Head - Teaching and Learning

Maths Update:
This summer term the Mathematics Department will see the departure of two
members of staff.
Mr. Craske is leaving to teach in Thailand and Mr. Hills is moving south of the city.
We would like to thank them both for their hard work and the positive differences
they have made to the department and to the students they worked with. We have
been successful in recruiting four superb Mathematics teachers who will join the
team in September; Mr. Gagrica will be leading Key Stage 3 Mathematics and Ms.
Wormald, Mr. Hatton and Mr. Patel will teaching students in Years 7-11.
The school celebrated National Numeracy Day on Wednesday 19 May. Students
contributed by taking part in a variety of activities across the school. Numeracy is
the particular focus on understanding how Mathematics is used in the real world
and being able to apply it to make the best possible decisions.
A number hunt took place where many teachers around school were wearing a
number which students had to match to the correct key word on their competition
sheet.
We also had Numeracy settler activities throughout the day where no matter which
subject students were in, they completed starters based on a variety of numeracy topics which included: tax, mortgages, budgeting, timetables and Coronavirus
statistics. Students who had Mathematics lessons on this day completed a lesson
based on renting a residential property where they were learning about the costs
and calculations needed for the process of renting. It was a productive day for our
students with skills being learnt that can be applied outside of the classroom.
Selected students in Year 7 have also been attending a Maths Elite club where they
prepared to participate in the nationwide United Kingdom Mathematics Trust Junior
Maths challenge.
Fifteen students from Year 7 participated and they gained three bronze and one
silver award, with a special mention for Darian Henry-Ilori who achieved the best in
year award. Fifty-three students in Year 8 also participated and earned five bronze
and two silver awards with a special mention for Noah Gamba who achieved the
best in year award.

Students have continued to use Hegarty Maths as an online tool for their
Mathematics homework.
Special mention must go to Freya Goodale and Emaan Khan in Year 7 who
have both attempted over 300 questions on Hegarty Maths this term.
In Year 8, Polly Pedley and Ellie Ross are leading the way with over 250 questions answered each since Easter. In Year 9, Breclan Ingleton and Zilki Spink
have nearly answered more than 400 questions each this term. Well done to
these students.
In Year 10, students have sat their first set of mock exams. After the disruption over the last twelve months plus, the students responded brilliantly and
showed a real desire to demonstrate their knowledge, learning and re-engagement with some normality in terms of their educational journey.
We also said farewell to our Year 11 cohort, who worked extremely hard over
the first half of the summer term to provide their teachers with the best evidence possible to help with the awarding of teacher assessed grades.
After this process was completed they also engaged very well with the finance
related Mathematics that the department delivered in their final two weeks.
We look forward to welcoming back record numbers of these students in September to continue with their A Llevel courses in Mathematics, Further Mathematics and Core Maths.
In Year 12 and Year 13, Mrs. Irons and her team also supported the Year 13 A
Level students create the best possible evidence portfolios to assist with the
awarding of teacher assessed grades.
Eight out of the nine students intend to take Mathematics related courses at
university and Jovan Ellis and Beth Lawman are moving on to study degree
level Mathematics.

English Update
The English department have had some fantastic examples of creative writing produced this year! Here are some of the best examples of Year 7 using the Gothic genre as inspiration and Year 9 writing in a Dystopian style.
Chloe Caig - Year 7
Wind whistling, lightening thrashing, thunder groaning. Then the most petrifying
noise came...silence...silence filled the forest.
The forest, with crooked trees crinkled leaves and decaying animals.
A childlike figure made a silhouette among the trees, the wind was making silhouette’s long hair fly. It started to walk into the light...
It was a little girl, she was wearing a long, ripped dress, with white slippers which
were covered by the dress. Her skin, as pale as can be; with freckles all over her face.
Her eyes as blue as the sun on a lovely summer’s day. The question is, how did she
get there? Well, a rumour in the neighbourhood nearby, is that the little girl with blue
eyes and pale skin went missing in the night.
That doesn’t explain how she got there.
Could she have been kidnapped? Could she have simply ran away? Maybe she was
just sleep walking? We’ll find out later.
Kira Burton - Year 7
She sat all alone, the wall crumbling with every breath she took.
As each brick fell to the floor and shattered it screamed at her, ‘ You killed me!’. She
didn’t think this was real but it had to be. She never fell asleep. Her boney hands
clawed at her hair; she cried and screamed.
Her scream louder and more chilling than ever. It ran towards her before disappearing.
Then the voices – she couldn’t stop them. She clawed and raked at the air but they
wouldn’t go away.

Josh Stringer – Year 9
Stalking through the undergrowth, I watch as a herd of deer trample across the
street winding between run down cars, strips of rubble and rebar and, demolished
buildings raised to the ground. My eyes flick to a young calf, left behind to catch up. I
notice something that its careless carers seem to have overlooked, thick vines have
wrapped around its hind quarters rendering it stranded and helpless, my dinner lets
out a soft whimper, but far too late.
Striking from the brush, I slithered quickly and quietly along the sun burnt concrete.
Now within striking distance I launch myself towards the tethered beast, my jaw wide
and mind equally unhinged. Digging my fangs through its hide, deep into its flesh. It
tries to squirm. I respond to its pathetic attempts with a quick bone breaking crunch.
Falling to its knees it will soon bleed out, “ Too late for you”, It menacingly hiss. My
focus breaks as I see their shadows arrive, that stupid herd has noticed my plot. Too
late; I must flee far from this place. I pick up my hostage and move out of the way
otherwise I fear I shall become the new prey.
Max Etches – Year 9
It was a normal day however it wouldn’t last.
At first light he woke, to the shaking of the world; buildings, ground, air, all of it. As he
stumbled out of his room, dragging his clothes on and opening the door, he invited
himself to the destruction. Screams broke into the morning awaking all asleep, cars
hit buildings of those unfortunate enough to not be able to foresee this great event.
He stepped forward to his car, a grass-green VW Beetle, and just as he did so the
building collapsed, a giant lime meteor in its place, throwing him into the car head
first.
His last thought as he faded out of consciousness was of him and his car on their
Californian road trip to see the Golden Gate Bridge.
--As I scampered up the stairs to bring my sister down for breakfast, I heard a clack
then she ran past me crying, calling for mum, holding a VW beetle hot wheels car
and a Lego minifigure in pieces. I wondered where she had come from and a sudden
worry grew inside me like a volcano erupting. I ran up the rest of the stairs and burst
into my room. My prize possession was destroyed, pieces of it everywhere, a tennis
ball thrown at it, as if it was a meteor from outer space. My city was in ruins. A car
had been thrown into a building, destroying the side and bringing the whole thing
down. My city was destroyed. Although, thankfully my favourite part had remained
completely unscathed throughout the destruction; the red bridge lives on, standing
tall above the ruins.

Design and Technology:
Year 7 and Year 8 successes
Our Year 7 and 8 have had some lovely experiences when
in school this academic year. The resilience they have
shown to Design and Technology has been incredible and
they should be incredibly proud.
Our Year 7 have made their own Juggling balls in textiles
with a small drawstring bag using hand sewing techniques.
Year 8 have embraced the pandemic and every student made their own hand sewn Covid safe facemask seeing how real products are manufactured and needed.

Not only have our Year 8 managed to make their
masks, some have made community tote bags, that
will be donated to the local food bank.
We love these kinds of community driven projects,
so if you have links to areas of the community and
have an idea please get in touch!
GCSE Design and Technology
We would love to say a massive congratulations to all our GCSE students in Year 11 and our early entry
cohort for their resilience and hard work this year in completing their courses.
We had some outstanding work from them! We hope to see some of you at A Level next year.
A Level Design and Technology
We say a sad farewell this year to one of our most amazing groups of A Level to sit Design and Technology. A massive well done to all and we hope we have helped you on your pathway to further education with most students heading to University to study Engineering or Design pathways.
WJEC Engineering
This year the Year 11 students have worked incredibly hard to ensure projects and exam based work
was completed by the end of the year despite obvious barriers. We have had lots of individual successes with achievement but more so with the outcomes of the final projects albeit not able to use the
workshop space for a majority of time prior to the Christmas holidays then time away from learning
until March.
The Year 10 students have continued to grow and progress with an enthusiastic approach to the subject. The group have recently sat their mocks and I hope again to have some excellent outcomes from
the students over the next 18 months. We have manufactured a variety of projects all focussing on the
core manufacturing skills and ability to read and interpret technical information through a variety of
practical skills and methods; Lathe, hand tools and finishing methods using hand and machines.

The Year 9 students are following a similar direction and I hope to begin to introduce the group to
some more technical machinery and manufacturing methods throughout Year 10.

WJEC Hospitality and Catering:
In Hospitality and Catering we have been able to make full use of the fantastic facilities we have now
got in the area and have seen fantastic final cooks from our GCSE students. A massive congratulations to you all for your hard work and determination.
Catering students in Year 10 have had an amazing experience with
the Head Chef from The Grand Hotel in Brighton who virtually
created a cook along as well as sharing career opportunities
within the Hospitality and Catering industry and showing the
facilities of a 4-star hotel.
Upcycling competition with Max McMurdo
Massive thanks go to Max McMurdo for guest judging our whole school upcycling competition this
year. The former Dragons Den contestant and TV personality was blown away with our entries.
The winners were as follows:-

1st - Chloe Caig
(upcycled piano Stool)

2nd - Daniel Giquel
Tikki Bar
(upcycled old dresser)

3rd - Brandon Smith –
Speaker system
(upcycled kitchen units)

Every entry was superb so well done all for entering!

P.E. Newsletter Update:
Year 9 Basketball Club
A group of Year 9 students have been particularly dedicated in improving their basketball skills
and gameplay over the last 6 weeks. Students have developed a strong team ethic and are
supporting each other to build a squad looking forward to playing fixtures in the new school
year.
Well done to the following students for their excellent attendance and improvements.
Tommi Phipps-Arnold
Anesu Matinyadza
Jonny Duber
Olaf Jambur
Bradley Wells
Kian Geoghegan-Moore
Oliver Collins
Finley Eaton
Musa Almalik
Emmanuel Smith
Bradley Stevenson
Daniel Riders

We are looking to develop
basketball talent at TCA and will be
creating teams in all years in the new
academic year.
If your child is interested, please get
them to speak to Mr Sharpe in the PE
department for more details.
Training will start properly in the new
year.

Year 7 Netball Club
Netball club has been really well attended since starting up again after the Easter holidays. It
has been really pleasing to see so many Year 7 atudents from a range of different PE groups
coming along and enjoying playing netball. We have now moved to play outdoors on what will
be the newly refurbished courts in September. We are hoping fixtures will re-start soon so that
we can play against other local schools.
If you would like to join us, come along after school on a Monday – don’t worry if you haven’t
played before!
Year 7 Football Club
Football club has had an amazing attendance rate throughout the term and especially in the
build up to the Euros. It is great to see a mixture of boys and girls attending the club weekly
and developing their skills. We look forward to the prospect of fixtures with this talented group
and encourage those who wish to represent the school in future to continue to attend.
Year 8 Girls Football Club
Year 8 girls football club has had consistently high attendance week in, week out. The students
attending range from club level players to complete beginners, but all have really impressed
the PE department with their progress. It is great to see so many girls now part of a football
team outside of school, after developing an interest in the game through PE lessons and extra-curricular.
We cannot wait to take these regular attendees to football fixtures as soon as we are able, to
show off the talents that we have here at The Carlton Academy.

Science Newsletter:
This half term we have been lucky
enough to celebrate British Science
Week which was held between the 5th
and 14th March 2021 with the theme of
“Innovating for the future”.
Students learnt about many different
famous scientists during lessons as well
as taking part in Science themed
quizzes and treasure hunts.
We also hosted an Inter-House poster competition for our Year 7 and Year 8 students where
they created a poster based on the theme Innovation.

Year 7 Winner:
Zach Giles
Year 7 Runners Up:
Bethany Walker, Brodey Machin-Smith, Edi Bendall, Imani Khan
Year 8 Winner:
Urvi Gadgill
Year 8 Runners Up:
Mihai Cancu, Jacob Loydall, Iris Vasey, Freya Drage
Science Club
Year 7 students have been attending Science Club on a Wednesday after school where they
have been completing experiments and taking a keen interest in Science activities.
Next half term during Science Club students will be looking at the pH scale, insulating a
beaker, fireworks, making popcorn, chemistry of food, fruit batteries and measuring energy in
food.

Social Science update:
What a year! I am sure our students will be looking forward to their summer
break after an extremely challenging but productive term.
We are especially proud of our Year 13 and Year 11 students who have truly
risen to the challenges this year has presented us with. They approached
their assessments with great determination and true resilience and we are
absolutely sure their hard work will have paid off.
We would like to wish our students all the very best in their future endeavours, whether that be university, employment or higher-degree apprenticeships. We hope that the skills you have learnt and developed during your
time at the academy provide you with a strong foundation for life after sixth
form.  
Our Year 12 students have now completed their end of year exams, which
will assist them in making an excellent start to Year 13. Their summer transition work will also deepen their understanding of their subjects and ensure a smooth restart in September.
We hope that all of our students have a lovely and restful summer and we
look forward to welcoming all of our students back in September.
Miss Rana
Head of Social Science

Music News:
It has been fantastic to be able to start offering extra-curricular Music at The Carlton Academy again
this term! Numbers are starting to rise in our Year 7 and Year 8 singing groups and we have been able
to start putting together some new repertoire with an aim to be able to perform in the new academic year (fingers crossed of course!) Rehearsals are currently Year 7 Tuesday after school and Year 8,
Thursday after school and everyone is welcome!
It is very exciting in the department as our refurbishment has started. In September we will have a
state-of-the-art Music Technology suite and we will be starting to run our new RSL Music Technology
course for Year 9 too.
The other rooms and practice spaces will be refurbished over the next year. In addition, we will be receiving a baby grand piano for our Theatre space in July. This will be used for special events in school
and is a beautiful piece of equipment for us to have.
September is going to be back to business as usual for the Music department with practice facilities
available before school, at break and lunch and after school. We will be running a booking service
where students need to sign up for their practice space in advance. We will also be welcoming back
our lunchtime clubs. More details will follow.
Finally, I am very busy putting together the fine details for our Music Tour 2022. We will be travelling
to Germany to perform in July 2022 and I will be in touch with more details as soon as possible. This
is such a fantastic opportunity for your child to be able to perform in and explore a new country. All
students that attend a Music club, has instrumental lessons or is taking Music course at GCSE will be
invited and it will be first come first served with an aim to take 40 students.
Mrs Moroziuk - Head of Music

Drama News
Over the recent months Drama has had some real challenges to face in trying to deliver engaging
lessons in a time of restrictions in a national pandemic. In spite of the difficulty of delivering a practical subject in an indoor space, the Drama team have done a miraculous job to take nearly 40 students
through the final part of their GCSE assessments.
Of late, this cohort of students have sat a number of written exams that sought to assess their understanding of the play DNA in rehearsal and performance. Prior to this, they were graded on their acting
ability of pre-2,000 theatre texts.
The GCSE Drama students, and those in Year 7 and Year 8 have really thrived as they have rehearsed
and performed in our beautiful purpose-built new drama studio. Students have enjoyed exploring
working with our new digital lighting system and there is a greater sense of focus in what is now a very
professional studio space.
Further improvements to the studio are to be made as we await the delivery of a raised staging kit that
will also give us the opportunity to have tiered audience seating in the space. Additionally, spotlights
and a professional sound system are to be installed in the near future too.
Discussions regarding ‘what our Christmas 2021 Musical will be’ are ongoing, but rest assured, we will
be trying our best to surpass the very high quality of our previous shows and engage even more students than before.
Mr Harris - Head of Drama

Business, IT and Media Update
This year has been very unique in the IT and Business department as we took on a new set of
challenges with our remote learning. We have been really pleased with the excellent responses from our learners to “step up”, they have risen to the challenges that we have set, this has included sitting actual exams in Level 3 BTEC IT and our Cambridge National Level 2 Enterprise
and Marketing not to mention all of the hard work that has gone into controlled assessment
across our Year 9-11 including Year 10 early entry in Digital IT.
All of our learners have put in a great deal of effort and we wish to congratulate them on their
efforts. We have put together an intervention plan to ensure that students have been able to
meet their outcomes. Our learners have a good work ethic and will be rewarded with a great
set of results in the Summer.
We as a department would like to recognise the amazing achievement of our Year 13 learners.
This group of students have demonstrated great resilience by completing their final exams in
January and achieving an outstanding set of results. We are very proud of each and every one
of them. So a special well done to them, we have been inspired by their hard work and determination.
As we get closer to the end of the academic year, it is a great time to reflect on what we have
achieved both in and outside of lesson time.
This year we have launched our programming club. We had an amazing turnout, which was
great for our Year 7 students as it gave them a great opportunity to interact with other students
and build friendships groups. In addition to the social aspect of the club, it also enabled students who had an interest in programming to be encouraged to further develop their skills by
giving them fun and engaging projects to work on.
Students that have attended the programming club have been able to develop their Scratch
programming skills, move on to Python to learn key programming concepts along with using
graphical user interfaces. As a department, we feel that the club has been a great success and
we ask you to look out for the Robotics club which is coming soon.

Have a great summer and we look forward to welcoming you back in the new year.
Ms Kooner Head of Busines and IT

Library:
Accelerated Reader:

What a year at The Carlton Academy for the Accelerated Reader programme! As the term draws to a
close Year 7 and 8 are still busy reading and quizzing and hitting their individual targets.
We also have a record of 35 word millionaires and 11 multi-millionaires – absolutely stunning! There
may well be more by the time you read this!
Considering how difficult it was for some students to access books during lockdown, every single
student in Year 7 and 8 has played a huge part in making this year an incredibly successful one. I have
been absolutely blown away by the dedication and determination of each of our students, hitting targets, choosing and reading books that they wouldn’t necessarily pick up and also the number of students quizzing outside of their designated one hour weekly Accelerated Reader time.
Year 7 – keep reading throughout the summer holidays and be ready to come back in Year 8 to tell me
about all the wonderful books you have read (and maybe start the year off with a quiz or two based on
your summer reading!)
Year 8 – keep reading and remember that even though you won’t have weekly lessons in the library in
Year 9 the library is for life not just for Accelerated Reader! Make sure you keep coming in to see me!
To all the students that are joining us in September – I am looking forward to hearing about the books
that you have read. Let’s make 2021-2022 even more successful than this one!
Finally, thank you all for an outstanding year of reading!
Lucy Georgeson
“ The more that you read, the more things you will know. The more that you learn, the more places you’ll
go.” Dr Seuss

The Redhill Academy Trust Book Awards 2020-2021
Once again, The Redhill Academy Trust Book Awards created a lot of excitement at The Carlton Academy. Now in its second year, the students read, discussed and voted for their favourites with some lively debates across the categories.
Throughout the process over 4,000 Year 7 and 8 students across the Trust voted for three of
the award winners, favourite front cover, favourite first line and favourite blurb. Small dedicated groups of Year 7 students in each academy looked at the books in depth and voted for
their favourite overall winner. Unfortunately, we were unable to have an event where we were
able to invite students from our other academies and also several authors, but all our winning
authors were contacted and they all made us a short video which we were able to show to
everyone who took part.
The award winners were as follows:
Favourite front cover: Mohinder’s War by Bali Rai (illustrated by David Dean)
Favourite first line: The Strangeworld’s Travel Agency by LD Lapinski
Favourite blurb: Troofriend by Kirsty Applebaum
Favourite overall winner: Where the World Turns Wild by Nicola Penfold
We are planning to extend our awards process for the school year 2021-2022 by having an
award for middle grade books (Years 7 and 8) and also another award for young adult books
(Years 9-11) to further enhance our commitment to reading for pleasure across the Trust.
Stop Press! Nicola Penfold, the winner of our Book Awards has a new book out on 9th July
called Between Sea and Sky and she has given a special mention to our Year 7 book club (the
students are in Year 8 now – you know who you are!)

BookTrust, Bookbuzz and The Carlton Academy:
Earlier in the year we were contacted by BookTrust, the UK’s largest reading charity to be part
of the 2021-2022 national Bookbuzz promotional film. This is a huge accolade and incredibly
exciting for us as we were also chosen two years ago due to our commitment to reading for
pleasure.
Bookbuzz is a reading programme run by BookTrust and is supported by children’s book publishers. We take part in this every year with our Year 7 students in September as part of their
induction to reading and the Accelerated Reader programme.
The aim of Bookbuzz is to inspire a love of reading in Year 7 and 8 through engagement with
varied and high-quality books and to support students to choose a book they can keep and
own for themselves.
The Bookbuzz promotional film is a resource used by teachers and librarians nationally to
showcase the Bookbuzz book choices to their students and get them excited about them. The
main aim of the film is to support students to choose the book that is right for them and features each of the authors talking about their own book alongside a photograph of each of our
students and a recommendation quote from them too.
So, come September, in schools across the country, our students will be featured alongside the
authors of the seventeen Bookbuzz books prompting and persuading other Year 7s to choose
that book to keep!
A huge thank you to the following students who were absolutely fantastic ambassadors for our
academy and will be appearing on screens across the country in September!
Jake Allsopp, Finlay Bacon, Jack Missing, Zach Giles, Tory Oshinowo, Elana Bradshaw, Gaurav
Shetty, Lyla Clarke, Imani Khan, Isabel Law, Nathaniel Hood, Freya Ingham, Libby Tandy, Imogen Thompson, Edie Morris, Jacob Butler, Jake Greenwood.

Year 8 Students Interview Debut Young Adult Author:
Our Librarian, Ms Georgeson, reviews young adult books for the Reading Zone website and
as a result of this, three lucky Year 8 students got the chance to interview author Jason Cockcroft about his debut young adult novel via Zoom. They each got a copy of his book ‘ We Were
Wolves’ which is a taut, powerful story about family and love, loss and forgiveness. The novel
follows Boy, who lives in a caravan on his own in the woods. His Dad, John, is in prison and
promises to get out soon. All the boy needs to do is survive alone for a little while longer.  But
dark forces are circling - like the dangerous man in the Range Rover, who is looking for his
stolen money. And then there are the ancient forces that have lain asleep in the woods for an
age...
Elizabeth Hollis, Mihai Cancu and Alex Truong were fantastic interviewers and brilliant ambassadors for the school and the interview is now available as a podcast on the Reading Zone
website and Spotify. We are also looking forward to many more collaborations like this in the
future so watch this space!

@TCA_LRC

Take a photo of yourself reading in an unusual or
creative location!
Send it in at any time before the end of August to
l.georgeson@theacademycarlton.org
and start the year with extra house points!
There will be prizes for the best!

Art Update
Artists of the Month April: Year 11:
We wish to commend all of our students for coming back from lockdown 2021 and returning in March
with their heads held high, determined to succeed, not allowing the pandemic to hold them back.
We are so proud of your achievements, in particular with Year 11 and Year 13 but also with Year 10 early
entry Photography, all showing great focus and a mature attitude to learning. You have worked hard,
ensuring coursework portfolios evidence true potential and deserving qualifications. It has been an
absolute pleasure to have taught you all and we look forward to welcoming Year 11 back in September
and into A Level study. We wish you all the very best for the future and do hope many of you continue to
enjoy developing your creativity and artistic talents.
Let’s celebrate with a few examples of the wonderful outcomes produced by Year 11 Graphic Designers
and Fine Artists along with Year 10 and 11 Photographers

Artists of the Month May: Year 13:
This goes out to our Year 13 Fine Artists and Photographers who have really impressed us with
their commitment, not only in class, but also during the pandemic and lockdown periods.
The work ethic of our young budding creatives is to be commended with a wonderful display of
their work. They have worked so hard, showing great resilience, adaptability and flexibility with
working methods and rising to challenges to ensure intended quality finishes.
It has been an absolute pleasure observing you grow into the successful artists and photographers you have become. Beautiful portfolios evidence skill growth and celebrate the investigative journeys you have fulfilled. We wish you all the very best for the future.

Arts Award Newsletter article Summer 2021
Miss Williams and Miss Winfield would like to say a huge well done to all of our Arts Award
Students that have been working towards their Bronze Arts Awards in either Dance or Drama.
Students from Year 9 and 11 have gone from weekly sessions working in the studios to completely changing the way we learn and explore a practical creative subject.
It has been wonderful to see our young people develop their knowledge and understanding of
their chosen art form throughout the course.
We are pleased to announce that all students who were entered for their Bronze Arts Award
have passed and we are awaiting your certificates. Well done!
To keep up to date with Arts Awards please follow us on Twitter @tca_artsaward.

Artists of the Month June: Year 7 & Year 8:
Year 7 have been introduced to Impressionism during the summer term and they have really
embraced this Art movement. Broken brush strokes and optical colour blending are but a few
of the skills that have been developing in class.
Submissions for the BIG homework project set have really blown us away with quality responses showing skill growth and a confident exploration of style.
Year 8 have been introduced to Surrealism and the power of the imagination, making the
impossible possible through art. We have been impressed with the creative thought and ideas
showcased by our students, not just with classwork but with homework too.
They’ve been exploring mind mapping to generate and investigate creative yet irrational juxtaposition of images in their own personal final response to the project.

Artists of the Month July: Year 9 Fine Art:
What a powerful display of creativity and developing skills from Year 9 with this wonderful set
of cardboard relief recreations of work by one of the most significant artists of the 20th century, Georgia O’Keeffe.
Renowned for her contributions to modern art, your approach with the construction of a builtup image with projecting elements, maintains that modern appeal. You’ve really captured
O’Keeffe’s style well with acrylic fluid blends and a refined finish.
W0W! Very well done to all from the Art team: Miss Dyer-Ince, Mr Hodgkinson, Miss Slack &
Mrs Topham

Modern Languages
Opportunities in MFL
As part of the opportunities programme, this term we have been running the Duolingo club on Wednesdays after school. We practice languages and skills using
the Duolingo app, play language learning games such as Blooket and Kahoot
and watch cultural videos and clips.
The club is open to Year 7 and Year 8 and new members are always welcome!
The enthusiasm from the students has been amazing so far and it has been an
invaluable opportunity to develop their cultural awareness.
Well done to Sarah-Mae Cole-Lees in Year 7 and Jacob Hill in Year 8 for being our
top achievers this Half Term on Duolingo.

Language Ambassadors
We are re-launching the MFL student ambassadors’ scheme for Year 9 and Year
10s starting in September.
We are looking for committed language learners to support the MFL department
in a variety of roles. As part of the role, student ambassadors will develop their
leadership skills by getting involved in student voice projects, promoting department trips and clubs and managing our department social media accounts.
Student ambassadors will also have the opportunity to organise and develop a
range of activities for our cross-curricular events such as European Languages
Day and Bastille Day.
This is a great experience for pupils to develop a wide range of transferable skills
that they will be able to use in the future. If you are interested in this role and you
feel that you are passionate about languages then please collect a letter from
your languages teacher so that you can apply for a position.
We look forward to working with you!

Bastille Day
As part of our cross-curricular events, every year we celebrate Bastille Day by
sharing a range of activities with other departments to raise awareness about
what Bastille Day is and why it is celebrated.
Students are also able to experience a range of French influenced activities
which broadens their experiences of languages outside of the classroom.
As always, this year’s activities were a great success and we look forward to being able to do more events like this.

Upcoming events
With restrictions easing, we are looking forward to getting our foreign trips up
and running again.
The French department are planning a trip to Paris for Year 8, Year 9 and Year
10 next Easter in 2022, where students will be able to practice their French and
discover the city of Paris and all its enchanting sights including Montmartre, Sacre-Coeur, Montparnasse and also spend a day at Disneyland Paris.
The Spanish department will also be running a trip to Valencia in June 2022. During this trip, students will be able to have a tour of the city, visit the city of Arts &
Sciences, go to the oceanographic which is the largest aquarium in Europe, visit
the football stadium and also take part in various activities where they will need
to put their Spanish into practice in real life scenarios, such as cooking a Paella.
Mrs Hermida-Vidal Head of MFL

History News
We have been extremely impressed with the focus and dedication of our students from
across Key Stages 3, 4 and 5 this term.
We’ve been studying some really important topics with students across the school including the Industrial Revolution and how its shaped Britain with Year 7, the Holocaust with Year
8, Weimar Germany with Year 9 and Elizabethan England with Year 10. Year 11 and 13 students have worked incredibly hard in preparation for their internal assessments and we’re
really proud of them.
Throughout the year, Miss Baker has been running History Club for our Year 7 students.
During the summer term she has let them take the reins and decide which historical periods
and events they’d like to study in more depth and how they’d like to study them.
Year 7 students decided that they wanted to make some medieval castles in response to the
medieval history they had been studying in History lessons. They spent weeks researching
and building some impressive castles.
Well done to Elana Bradshaw, Niamh Burrows, Freya Ingram and Evie Rippon who won the
castle building contest! After the castle project, students decided that they would like to
take turns planning and leading the sessions for other students. Elana Bradshaw and Evie
Rippon led the way by planning a session on Ancient Egypt. They presented on what the
period was like and then taught other students how to make origami pyramids. Niamh Burrows then planned and led a session on the space race!
She split the group in to two teams – one side looking at Russia and the other side the USA.
She then led a debate about which country was more successful in the space race. This
level of dedication and independence is very impressive and as a History team we are so
proud of their efforts.
The History Club wouldn’t be successful without the commitment of the students who are
enthusiastic and engaged every week. Special thanks to the following regular attenders –
Joseph Grainge, Ashton Rushbrook-Magliotti, Asa Haywood, Oscar Hill, Tamzin Mclaughlin,
Rory Britton, Elana Bradshaw, Ahmad Umair and Evie Rippon.
For all students across the school, we hope you have an excellent summer! If you can, try
and go and see some historical sites or read some historical novels. We’d love to discuss
this with you when we’re back in September.

The History Team

Geography Summer Newsletter Entry Summer 2021
This has been a very busy half term for the Geography Department. With the relaxation of
the Covid rules, we have been keen to get students out on fieldwork as soon as possible.
We feel this brings the subject to life and allows students to learn effectively in an outdoor
setting.
This started with the Year 10 trip to Burbage Brook in the Peak District. Many students have
never been to the area and relished the opportunity to walk through the environment and
also collect data for their study of river velocity and depth. This has been the first trip since
before the pandemic for most students and many commented on how much they enjoyed it.
On 9 July, we took Year 12 students to Sherwood Pines and Sherwood Forest. This was an
opportunity for them to collect the data for the fieldwork that they had designed. This trip
was a great way to prepare students for further study and also provide them with the data
they needed to complete the Non-Examined Assessment.

Achievement
The second national lockdown since this pandemic began, was quite different from the
first. Our staff were armed with an excellent remote learning skill set and were able to
hit the ground running with live lessons that followed each child’s timetable. Those students who did not have access to devices were provided with one so that every student
at The Carlton Academy was able to access the learning.
We are very proud of what staff and students achieved during the lockdown period and
for the overwhelming support and encouragement from parents who were instrumental
in ensuring that education for all continued effectively during the remote learning period.
Students in years 7, 8 and 9 have been working really hard across their full range of
subjects. Schemes of learning have been adapted to ensure that topics taught during
lockdown are revisited and embedded. Whilst year groups are in bubbles for lessons
and breaks, we have been able to move students around the school so that learning
can take place in specialist class rooms affording us the best possible learning experience.
Since returning from lockdown in March this year, years 10, 11 and 13 have been working to government guidelines for students completing qualifications this year by way
of Teacher Assessed Grades (TAGs). All exam groups have been producing work by
way of classroom assessments and coursework in the case or practical and vocational
subjects, that form portfolios of evidence for the grades that will be awarded by exam
boards.
Staff, students and parents have risen to the unique challenge of evidence gathering
which has at times felt relentless, and as a school community we have all come together to ensure no student is disadvantaged in the qualifications they take with them on
the next step in their journey. This has included numerous and regular adaptations in
our practice to ensure that absences caused by the pandemic in any form, do not hinder progress. Each student has taken home a document detailing the evidence used
for each of the subjects they will qualify in this academic year detailing the contents of
their evidence portfolios and any adaptations and adjustments made to catch them up
on missed assessments.
Year 12 students have joined our sixth form without having sat year 11 exams. We have
worked closely with them to enable maximum progress and to ensure that they are
able and adept at applying their learning in a variety of ways, assessment. We look
forward to a more ‘normal’ year for year 12 and for all of our Carlton Learners next academic year!
Miss Mora - Assisstant Head Teacher, Achievement.

